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MAJOR SPORTS FACILITIES AND OTHER LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 

Mr KRAUSE (Beaudesert—LNP) (5.04 pm): I rise to speak on the Major Sports Facilities and 
Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2016. From the outset, I can let the Treasurer and members of the 
House know that we will not be opposing the bill. In a sporting sense, it is like the 2015 NRL Grand 
Final: an all-Queensland affair. I thank the Treasurer for giving me this opportunity to make my 
legislative debut as the shadow minister for sport.  

The bill amends five acts: the Major Sports Facilities Act 2001, the Gaming Machine Act 1991, 
the Keno Act 1996, the Land Act 1994 and the Transport Infrastructure Act 1994 for particular purposes. 
One could argue that the amendments to the Major Sports Facilities Act are not as significant as other 
amendments in the bill, such as the changes in taxation arrangements under the Gaming Machine Act 
1991 and jackpot pooling arrangements under the Keno Act. No doubt the government spin machine 
kicked into overdrive because the majority of the bill has nothing to do with major sports facilities and is 
primarily about gaming laws and regulations. That is reflected in the fact that there were only three 
submitters to the committee: Clubs Queensland, the Queensland Hotels Association and Tabcorp. 

I thank the committee for its thorough examination of the bill. I note that there were two 
recommendations to the bill, one that it be passed and the other suggesting the government look at 
adopting a minor amendment to provide safeguards to protect information provided under section 17C 
regarding a Stadium Queensland board member’s conviction for an indictable offence. I thank the 
Treasurer for his indication that the committee’s recommendation will be taken up. 

I wish to address the various changes in the bill. The Gaming Machine Act is amended to vary 
the taxation arrangements that apply to community clubs in Queensland. That taxation relates to the 
monthly gaming tax generated through electronic gaming machines or pokies. For community clubs, 
the rate of taxation is progressive. A tax-free threshold of $9,500 currently applies and, above that, the 
tax rate increases progressively from 17.91 per cent to 35 per cent. Current arrangements under the 
Gaming Machine Act require that, where community clubs operate additional premises, monthly gaming 
machine revenue is aggregated before the tax rate is applied.  

The changes as proposed in the bill would remove this aggregation, thus letting clubs be taxed 
on a per premises instead of per licence basis. This move is supported by the peak body for community 
clubs, Clubs Queensland, which argues that the current system is a disincentive for club amalgamations 
as clubs with more than one venue are more likely to reach the higher monthly threshold. Clubs 
Queensland argues that changing that arrangement will increase the number of greenfield club 
developments. It argues that it will allow larger clubs to take over smaller clubs in communities where 
those clubs would usually be forced to close their doors. It would also allow amalgamated clubs to 
realise economies of scale. Those changes would result in foregone revenue to the Queensland 
Treasury of $2.5 million in 2016-17, increasing to $2.7 million by 2019, according to the explanatory 
notes.  
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Queensland has approximately 1,100 community clubs, which are community based non-profit 
organisations. Their sole purpose is to support the community and any income generated is returned 
to the local community. In its submission, Clubs Queensland notes that there has not been a new 
community club built in Queensland since 1997 and that, since that time, an average of 13 clubs are 
closing each year.  

It is worth noting that the proposed amendments will not result in any more gaming machines 
being available to clubs. That statewide cap has existed in legislation since 2009 and will not change. 
There will also be no change to the gambling harm minimisation framework.  

The bill amends the Keno Act to provide that a Keno licensee may enter into jackpot pooling 
arrangements with Keno licensees in other jurisdictions, likely New South Wales and/or Victoria. It 
encourages more Keno betting because the pool is larger and more appealing, as in the case of a 
lottery. That move is strongly supported by community clubs and hotels and would likely provide 
additional revenue to those venues, as well as to Queensland Treasury.  

Under a jackpot pooling arrangement, a small percentage of ticket sales which would normally 
be set aside for each jurisdiction’s individual jackpot growth will instead be added to a shared jackpot 
growth pool that will be available to be won by players from any of the participating jurisdictions. To 
ensure fairness under the arrangement, it is intended that the game odds for jackpot Keno games 
across all participating jurisdictions will be the same, that an equal percentage from sales in all 
participating jurisdictions will be contributed to the jackpot growth pool and that the cost per game entry 
in all participating jurisdictions will be the same. Both Clubs Queensland and the Queensland Hotels 
Association obviously support the changes in the bill that amend the Keno Act, as does Tabcorp, which 
is the exclusive Keno licensee in Queensland.  

In their submission, the QHA highlighted that the proposed amendments have no impact on the 
integrity of the product or the game, there is equity across the proposed participating jurisdiction, there 
is an equitable opportunity to win across each jurisdiction per entry and the proposed amendments are 
considered consistent with the harm minimisation principles and practices of the Queensland 
responsible gambling code of practice and the Queensland responsible gambling strategy.  

Tabcorp advised the committee that Leno is a low-impact lottery game that is currently offered in 
1,120 venues in Queensland, generating $45 million in commissions for venues in 2015. Tabcorp has 
operated Queensland’s non-exclusive Keno licence since 2003. In 2013, it made an up-front payment 
of $20 million to Queensland in order to extend its current Keno licence to 2047. 

I turn to the amendments in relation to the Land Act. The bill also seeks to amend the Land Act 
to enable land within a functioning non-tidal boundary watercourse or lake to be leased by the state. 
Currently, the Land Act prevents the state from granting a lease over land that is part of a functioning 
non-tidal boundary watercourse or lake. The Land Act provides only for the allocation of tenure over or 
dealings in a non-tidal boundary watercourse or lake if that watercourse or lake has been declared as 
no longer being a functioning watercourse. 

The Water Act 2000 provides the right to use and occupy part of the bed and banks of a non-tidal 
boundary watercourse or lake to the extent that that occupation relates to the carrying out of operational 
works for the taking of water authorised under a development permit. However, this does not create a 
registerable estate or interest in the land that constitutes part of the watercourse or lake. The 
amendments to the Land Act in the bill, therefore, provide for the issue of a lease. Under the proposed 
provisions, the land subject to the lease must be managed in a way that does not interfere with the use 
of the watercourse or the lake under the Water Act. 

In relation to the Transport Infrastructure Act 1994, the bill seeks to amend that act to 
accommodate the proposed Logan Motorway Enhancement Project which is currently being assessed 
by the government under its market-led proposals process.  

Finally, there are amendments made to the Major Sports Facilities Act 2001. This act currently 
establishes Stadiums Queensland as the statutory authority responsible for operating facilities declared 
by regulation to be major sports facilities and hired out by national sporting organisations such as the 
NRL and the clubs associated with the NRL such as the Brisbane Broncos, the Gold Coast Titans and 
the North Queensland Cowboys.  

Mr Costigan: A great club that one. 

Mr KRAUSE: Which one is a great club—the Brisbane Broncos?  

Mr DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr Millar): Direct your comments through the chair, please. 
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Mr KRAUSE: The Australian Football League is associated with the major sporting facilities 
through the Brisbane Lions and the Gold Coast Suns and Cricket Australia through the Queensland 
Bulls, the Brisbane Heat and the Australian cricket team. The Major Sports Facilities Act currently 
protects event sponsors who advertise as part of a specific event—an NRL match, for example—to be 
protected from unauthorised advertising by rival businesses which have not contributed to the event. 
This is obviously an important consideration for event organisers who are wanting to hire a venue. 

The current Major Sports Facilities Act provides a process for the declaration of events and event 
periods for the purposes of regulating advertising near venues during these periods. This requires a 
lead-in time of over eight weeks, comprising a statutory 28-day notification period and requires the 
event to be published in the Queensland Government Gazette at least 28 days prior to its 
commencement. This can be impractical on occasions when late scheduling or rescheduling of events 
is unavoidable due to weather or other unforeseeable events. Previously, three-day event periods have 
been gazetted to allow for minor rescheduling within those three days. 

The bill provides an additional, alternate process for the declaration of events and event periods 
and streamlines the existing process. It does this by prescribing the actual event as an option for the 
organisers as well as a time period. If an event is rescheduled there is greater flexibility around any 
considerations that relate to the advertising associated with that event. This bill inserts the new 
definitions of ‘prescribed event’, ‘restricted advertising event’ and ‘restricted advertising period’ to reflect 
these changes and provides greater flexibility for event organisers. 

Other minor amendments are made to the act as well, including providing explicit power for the 
chief executive of the administering department to seek criminal history checks on Stadiums 
Queensland board members and candidates being considered for appointment to the board, where the 
relevant person has given written consent for these checks to be undertaken; removing redundant 
provisions, in particular provisions in relation to the act; and making further minor amendments, 
including referring to Suncorp Stadium as the Brisbane Stadium. 

On that note, I foreshadow that I will be moving amendments in consideration in detail to alter 
the name of Suncorp Stadium in the act to Lang Park rather than Brisbane Stadium. I think most 
Queenslanders would return a favourable response when asked about Lang Park being the name for 
the spiritual home of Rugby League in Queensland. I know that most members in this House who have 
grown up knowing this stadium as Lang Park and enjoying Rugby League there over the last decades 
would support this amendment being moved in consideration in detail. If we took a straw poll of 
Queenslanders I dare say most people would agree with that.  

This bill should reflect the common name for the stadium that we all know and love as Lang Park. 
It is a Queensland icon. ‘King Wally’ would approve, I am sure, of the stadium outside of which he reigns 
being renamed the traditional name it has been known by for so many years. That said, I look forward 
to the remainder of the debate. As I said from the outset, the LNP will not be opposing the bill. 

 


